Abstract. The authors in the paper [15] presented an algorithm that generates uniformly all the bipartite realizations and the other algorithm that generates uniformly all the simple bipartite realizations whenever A is a bipartite degree sequence of a simple graph. The running time of both algorithms is O(m), where m =
a i . Let A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ) be a k-partite degree sequence of a simple graph, where A i has n i entries such that n i = n. In the present article, we give a generalized algorithm that generates uniformly all the k-partite realizations of A and another algorithm that generates uniformly all the simple k-partite realizations of A. The running time of both algorithms is O(m), where m =
Introduction
A k-partite graph G is a graph whose vertex set, denoted by V(G), can be partitioned into k parts, V 1 (G), V 2 (G), ..., V k (G), such that two vertices in the same part are not adjacent. That is, if E(G) denotes the edge set of G and e = (v i , v j ) ∈ E(G), then v i ∈ V s (G) and v j ∈ V r (G) such that s = r. An edge e ∈ E(G) is said to be a multiple edge if there is another edge f incident to the same vertices. Following Matroid Theory terminology, we say that e and f are parallel. A simple k-partite graph is a k-partite graph with no multiple edges and loops. The degree of a vertex v i , denoted by a i , is defined as the number of edges incident to v i with a loop contributing twice to the degree of v i . The degree sequence of a graph G is formed by listing the degrees of vertices of G. If A = (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ) is a sequence of integers and G is a k-partite graph that has A as its degree sequence, we say that G is a realization of A, and such a sequence of integers is called a k-partite degree sequence. Thus entries of A can be partitioned as A 1 , A 2 , ..., A k , where A i denotes the degree sequence of the part V i (G). In the sequel, we denote a k-partite degree sequence A as (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ) and the sequence (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ) is called a k-partition of A.
Observation 1 An easy observation used in the sequel is that, if A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ) is a k-partite degree sequence having n entries, and A i has n i entries, then the following is true.
1. n 1 + n 2 + ... + n k = n 2. For every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the maximal entry of A i is less or equal to j =i n j .
The Degree Sequence Problem is to find some or all graphs with a given degree sequence [20] . More detailed analysis of the Degree Sequence Problem and its relevance can be found in [18] . Several algorithms are known to construct random realizations of degree sequences and each one of them has its strengths and limitations. Most of these algorithms can be fitted in two categories: MonteCarlo Markov chains methods based on edge-swappings [5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17] and random matching methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 21] . In particular, algorithms proposed in [1, 3, 7] are based on inserting edges sequentially according to some probability scheme. The basic ideas of the algorithm presented in the present paper have already been used successfully to sample uniformly all the simple realizations of a bipartite degree sequence in [15] . Those basic ideas may be seen as implementing a "dual sequential method", as it inserts sequentially vertices instead of edges. For other undefined notations and terminology in graph theory, the readers are referred to [19] .
Indeed, in the theory of the Tutte polynomial, there are two operations, deletion and contraction, that are dual of each other, see [6] for more details on this topic. Let G be a graph having n vertices and m edges. The operation of deleting the edge e = (v i , v j ) from G consists of removing the edge e and leaving anything else unchanged. The graph thus obtained, denoted by G\e, is a graph on n vertices and m − 1 edges where h the degrees of both the vertices v i and v j go down by 1. The operation of contracting the graph G by e = (v i , v j ) consists of deleting the edge e and identifying the vertex v i and v j . The graph thus obtained, denoted by G/e, is a graph on n − 1 vertices and m − 1 edges, where the new vertex obtained by identifying v i and v j has degree a i +a j −2. Deletion is said to be the dual of contraction as the incidence matrix of G\e is orthogonal to the incidence matrix of G * /e, where G * is the dual of G if G is planar.
If A is a degree sequence having n entries, it can be easily shown that random matching methods used in [1, 2, 3, 4, 21] are equivalent to starting from a known realization G of A, delete all the edges one by one, and keeping track of the degrees of vertices after each deletion, until one reaches the empty graph having n vertices. Then, reconstructing a random realization of A consists of taking the reverse of the deletion. That is, starting from the empty graph on n vertices, re-insert edges one by one by choosing which edge to insert according to the degrees of the vertices and some probability scheme depending of the stage where the algorithm is at, and subject to not getting double edges if one would like to get simple graphs or not linking two vertices on the same part if one wants to get bipartite graphs. The algorithm presented in this paper is based on the dual operation of contraction that is slightly modified to suit our purpose. It is equivalent to starting from a known realization G of A, contract all the edges one by one, and keeping track of the vertices after each contraction, until one reaches the graph on one vertex and 1 2 n 1 a i loops. Then, reconstructing a random realization of A consists of reversing the process of contraction. That is, starting from the graph on one vertex and 1 2 n 1 a i loops, the algorithm re-inserts vertices one by one by choosing which vertex to connect to which according to degrees of the vertices and some probability that depends on the stage of the algorithm.
While algorithms that are based on Markov chains [14, 17] or on reversing the deletion operation [1, 3] are easy to implement, our algorithm seems more complex as one has to satisfy not only the degrees of the vertices, but also some added graphical structures imposed by the contraction. But this is more of a bonus than an inconvenience, as apart from the fact the the running time is even better, the extra structure allows an easier analysis of the algorithm. Moreover, the internal structure imposed by the contraction operation allows the algorithm to avoid most of the shortcomings of the previous algorithms. Indeed, not only the algorithm never restarts, but the algorithm also allows to sample all bipartite realizations with equal probability, making their approximate counting much easier than by the importance sampling used in [1, 3] . Better still, this technique can be extended, as we do it in the present paper, to construct k-partite realizations of a k-partite degree sequence A, for k ≥ 3, where a k-partite degree sequence is defined in a natural way by extending the definition of a bipartite degree sequence.
This paper is organized as follows. First we define a recursion chain of a degree sequence, then we present routines for constructing all k-partite realizations. These basic routines are then modified to get a uniform distribution on the set of all k-partite realizations. Then comes the section that presents criteria to generate simple realizations graphs only. We modify our routines to new routines that generate all simple k-partite realizations uniformly at random.
2 Construction of all k-partite realizations of given degrees
Recursion chain of degree sequences
Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges. Throughout we assume that the vertices of G are labelled v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n . Let A = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) be the degree sequence of G, where a i denotes the degree of the vertex v i . Define an arithmetic operation on A, called contraction as follows. For an ordered pair (a i , a j ) of entries a i and a j of A with i = j, the operation of contraction by (a i , a j ) means changing a i to a i + a j and deleting the entry a j from A. We write A/(i, j) to denote the new sequence thus obtained. The sequence A/(i, j) is called the (i, j)-minor or simply a minor of A. The following example illustrates the definition given above for a tripartite degree sequence.
Example 2 Let A = (5, 5 : 4, 2 : 3, 3, 2) where a 1 = 5, a 2 = 5, a 3 = 4 and a 4 = 2, a 5 = 3, a 6 = 3, a 7 = 2. We have A/(1, 2) = (10, 4, 2, 3, 3, 2) and A/(4, 2) = (5, 4, 7, 3, 3, 2).
Let A be sequence of integers. Then A is said to be graphic if there is a graph G, not necessarily simple nor k-partite, such that G has A as its degree sequence. Moreover, it is trivial to observe that a sequence of integers is graphic if and only if the sum of its entries is even. Further, we have the following observation.
Theorem 3 A sequence A is graphic if and only if all its minors are graphic.
Proof. Obviously, if A is graphic, then A/(a i , a j ) is graphic as, by definition of contraction, the sum of its entries is even. Now suppose that A/(a i , a j ) is graphic and G is a realization of A/(a i , a j ). To prove that A is also graphic, we present an algorithm, much used in the sequel, that constructs a realization of A, denoted by G, from G .
Algorithm AddVertex()
Step 1. To G add an isolated vertex labelled v j (as in Figure 1 ).
Step 2 If the degree of v j is a j , stop, output G. Else
Step 3. Amongst the a i edges incident to v i , counting loops twice, choose one edge e = (v i , v k ) with probability π(e) and connect e to v j so that e becomes (v j , v k ). Go to Step 2. Now, in G the degree of v j is a j , by Step 2 of algorithm AddVertex(). Moreover, by the definition of contraction, the degree of v i is equal to a i + a j in G . Since AddVertex() takes a j edges away from v i , the degree of v i is a i in G. Moreover all the other vertices are left unchanged by AddVertex(). Thus G is a realization of A. and connects e to v j so that e becomes (v j , v k ), we say that AddVertex() (or v i , or v k ) concedes e to v j . To help intuition, observe that if G is a realization of A/(a i , a j ) and G is a realization of A constructed by AddVertex(), then G is obtained from G by contraction of the edge (v i , v j ). Now, mimicking the process of recursive contraction of matroid as used in the theory of the Tutte polynomial, we define a process of recursive contraction for a degree sequence. A recursion chain of a degree sequence A is a unary tree rooted at A, where nodes are integer sequences and every node, except for the root, is a minor of the preceding one. The recursive procedure of contraction is carried on from the root A until a node with a single entry is reached. As for the Tutte polynomial, the amazing fact, which is then used to construct all the realizations of A, is that the order of contraction is immaterial. Despite this basic fact, we still impose a particular order to ease many proofs in the sequel.
Notes on notations:
For the sake of convenience, we refer to a node of a recursion chain of a degree sequence A by A (i) , where i is the number of entries in the node. Thus we denote the root A by A (n) , the next node by A (n−1) , and so on until the last node A (1) . Similarly, we denote by G (i) the realization of A (i) . The n entries of A are labelled from 1 to n. To keep tract of the vertices, we preserve the labelling of entries of A into its minors so that when a contraction by the pair (a i , a j ) is performed, the new vertex is labelled a i , the label a j is deleted, and all the other entries keep the labelling they have before the contraction.
In this paper, we consider the recursion chain, called the k-partiteaccumulating recursion chain, constructed as follows. Let A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ) be a kpartite degree sequence. We label each entry as a s,r , where s ranges from 1 to n and r ranges from 1 to k, so that the entry a s,r belongs to A r .
Example 4 Let A = (5, 5 : 4, 2 : 3, 3, 2). We order entries of A as a 1,1 = 5, a 2,1 = 5, a 3,2 = 4, a 4,3 = 3, a 5,3 = 3, a 6,2 = 2, a 7,3 = 2. Thus A = (5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2).
Note. The vertex having degree a s,r is denoted by v s,r . But, to avoid clustering the notation, we sometimes just right a s or v s , when we deem not necessary to specify the part A r corresponding to the degree a s,r .
Algorithm ConstructKpartiteRecursionChain() Given an ordered k-partite degree A . Let i = n.
Step
Step 2 Let
That is, get the (i − 1) th recursive minor of A by contracting the (i) th recursive minor by its first entry and the last entry.
Step 3 Decrement i by 1 and go back to Step 1.
We denote the accumulation recursion chain of A by W = (A (1) , A (2) , ..., A (n) ). The following is an algorithm for constructing a k-partite realization if A is a k-partite degree sequence. The graph constructed below is not necessarily simple. Loosely speaking, this algorithm consists of reversing the recursive process of contraction as implemented by ConstructKpartiteRecursionChain(). The algorithm starts from G (1) the sole realization of A (1) , and by calling AddVertex() recursively, it constructs G (2) , then G (3) , and so on until
that is a realization of A (n) = A. The only condition imposed on the choice to built edges is that if the vertex to insert has degree a s,r , then we label the vertex as v s,r . Then AddVertex links a vertex v x,y to v s,r only if j = r, unless x = 1. Recall that δ(x, y) = 1 if x = y and δ(x, y) = 0 otherwise.
.., A (n) ), the Kpartite accumulating recursion chain of A, we do the following.
Step 1. Let i = 1 and build the realization of the node A (1) , denoted by G (1) , which is the graph consisting of one vertex and m loops, where m =
Step 3. Using G (i) and A (i+1) as input, Call Algorithm AddVertex() to construct G (i+1) as a realization of A (i+1) . If v s,r is the vertex being inserted, then AddVertex only constructs edges (v x,y , v s,r ) where δ(y, r) = 0 and δ(x, s) = 0, unless x = 1. Increment i by 1, go back to Step 2.
See Figure 3 for an illustration of Algorithm ConstructBipartiteRealization().
The following definitions are needed in the sequel. In the process of contraction implemented by the accumulating recursion chain, we observe that the degrees are accumulating on a 1,1 . This is equivalent to say that edges are accumulating on v 1,1 as v 1,1 seems to 'swallow' the other vertices one by one. Hence, when reversing the contraction operation in ConstructKpartiteRealization(), vertex v 1,1 plays the role of the 'mother that spawns' all the other vertices one by one and concedes some edges to them according to their degrees. Thus, AddVertex() can attach an edge e to a new vertex v s,r only if e is incident to v 1,1 . This observation prompts the following formal definitions. Let A be a k-partite degree sequence where A i has n i entries such that
The (s, t) th stage of ConstructKpartiteRealization() is the iteration where the algorithm inserts the t th edge of the vertex v s,r . At the (s, t) th stage an edge is available if it is a loop incident to v 1,1 or e = (v 1,1 , v x,y ) where y = r and x < s. An edge e is lost otherwise. Let E av denote the set of all available edges and E v j the set of edges (v 1 , v j ). We recall that an edge e = (v 1,1 , v x,y ) is conceded if AddVertex() disconnects it from v 1,1 so that e becomes e = (v x,y , v s,r ) for some vertex v s,r = v 1,1 . We then say that v 1,1 (or sometimes E v j or just v j ) concedes the edge e. A vertex v s having degree a s is fully inserted if a s edges are conceded to it. A graph G is said to be (re)constructed if it is an output of ConstructKpartiteRealization(). Now we state and prove a paramount result of this paper. A = (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ) = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ) be a k-partite degree sequence having n entries where A i has n i entries, such that n i = n and m = a i +a 2 +...+a n 2
Theorem 5 Let
. Let W be the k-partite recursion chain of A. Then Algorithm ConstructKpartiteRealization() constructs in time linear on m a kpartite graph G having n vertices and m edges such that G is a realization of A. Moreover, every k-partite realization of A can be constructed in this way.
Proof. By Algorithm AddVertex(), the graph G (n) output by Algorithm ConstructKpartiteRealization() is assured to be a realization of A. We need only to prove that G (n) is k-partite. Now, the routine AddVertex() constructs edges (v s,x) , v r,y only if δ(s, r) = δ(x, y) = 0, unless s = x = 1. Thus vertices corresponding to degrees in different parts A x and A y are never adjacent. Thus, we only have to show that in G n , v 1,1 is not adjacent to any vertex v j,1 . We need the following fact.
Observation 6
Suppose that A is a k-partite degree sequence. From the ν th 1 iteration of ConstructKpartiteRealization(), the number of available edges is equal to the number of edges left to be inserted until ConstructKpartiteRealization() terminates.
This is because the number of available edges at the end of (ν 1 ) th is equal to half the sum of degrees a i ∈ A 1 . By the definition of the bipartite degree sequence, this number is equal to half the sum of degrees a j ∈ A 2 Now, to prove that G = G n is k-partite, in the proof of Theorem 5, suppose for a contradiction, G contains an edge e = (v 1,1 , v j,1 ). Consider the graph H obtained from G by contracting all the edges not incident to any vertex v j,1 . It is easy to see that the degree sequence of H, denoted by B, is the degree sequence obtained from A by contracting the entries corresponding to vertices contracted in G. Thus B is a k-partite degree sequence. Now, suppose that ConstructKpartiteRealization() outputs a realization K of B with en edge (v 1,1 , v j,1 ). Then by Observation 6 one vertex of K is not fully inserted which is a contradiction. Thus ConstructKpartiteRealization() reconstructs H has no edge (v 1,1 , v j,1 ). This is the final contradiction we are looking for.
It remains to prove that any k-partite realization of A can be constructed this way. We recall that v i (a i ) denotes the i th vertex (degree) in the ordering, regardless of the second index. So, let G be a realization of A and let e = (v i , v j ) be any edge of G such that vertex v i has degree a i and vertex v j has degree a j . Also, suppose that the vertcies v i and v j were inserted at the i th and j th iteration of ConstructKpartiteRealization() respectively. We need to show that at the j th iteration, there is a positive probability to have an edge e which is incident to v i and e is available. If not, that is, at the j th iteration all the edges incident to v i are lost. Now all the edges incident to v i are lost before the j th iteration only if, at some stage of the running of Algorithm ConstructKpartiteRealization(), there are only the edges that are available and they are exhausted before reaching the j th iteration. Thus, at the j th iteration there are no more available edges. Especially, there are no loops incident to v 1 . But this means that a 1 + a 2 + ... + a j ≥ 2m, contradicting the definition of accumulating recursion chain.
As for the running time, Algorithm ConstructKpartiteRealization() calls Algorithm AddVertex() once for every new vertex v k to insert. If v k has degree a k , then Algorithm AddVertex() has to go through a k iterations to insert the a k edges of v k . Hence the total number of iterations to terminate ConstructKpartiteRealization() is a 1 + a 2 + ... + a n = 2m.
Sampling all k-partite realizations uniformly
Although Theorem 5 shows that the routine ConstructKpartiteRealization() can construct a realization of A in linear time, we need the next result to show that it can construct any k-partite realization of A with equal probability, provided we define the probability π(e) with which AddVertex() has to insert the edge e.
We recall that if at its s th iteration ConstructKpartiteRealization() is to insert the vertex v s that has degree a s , (regardless of the second index of v s ), then ConstructKpartiteRealization() has to call AddVertex() that has to go through a s iterations. Let the (s, t) th stage of ConstructKpartiteRealization() be the iteration, where AddVertex() inserts the t th edge of the s th vertex and let G (s,t) denote the graph obtained at that (s, t) th stage. With this notation,
The random reconstruction tree, denoted by T , is a directed rooted tree, where the root is the sole realization of the degree sequence A (1) , and the (s, t) th level contains all those possible graphs obtainable after inserting the t th edge of the s th vertex, and there is an arc from a graph H at level i to the graph G at level i + 1 if it is possible to move from H to G by the concession of a single available edge. Realizations of A are thus the leaves of the tree T . With this formalism, sampling a random k-partite realization of the degree sequence A is equivalent to performing a random walk from the root until a leaf is reached, and every step of the random walk consists of walking along a random arc of T . See Figure 3 for an illustration.
Observations about uniform sampling
(1) Let G 1 denote the root of T and G 1 be the graph on a single vertex and m loops. So the stage (2, 1) of ConstructKpartiteRealization consists of inserting the first edge of second vertex v 2 . Suppose at some stage (s, t) of ConstructKpartiteRealization(), the random walk along T is at the graph G (s,t) with probability π(G (s,t) ) and that AddVertex() is to concede an edge e to v s . Sup-
| parallel edges. Thus, the next level of T would contain |E v j | identical graphs whose edge sets will contain the edge (v j , v s ). Hence, if Algorithm AddVertex() chooses every available edge uniformly at random, the random walk will reach such a graph with probabibility
Thus, if this graph is a leaf of T , ConstructBipartiteRealization() will be biased toward it with a probability proportional to
So, if the random walk has to reach each different child of G (s,t) with the same probability, we have to move from G (s,t) to its child obtained by adding the edge e ∈ E v j with prob-
)| be the number of vertices already inserted up to the s th iteration of ConstructKpartiteRealization() and let |V (G (s) )| be the number of vertices in V(G (s) ) which are adjacent to v 1 .
Obviously
, if there is a loop incident to v 1 . We may choose any vertex v j ∈ V (G (s) ) uniformly at random. If e ∈ E v j , then we concede e with probability
by the concession of edge e to vertex v s . If in G (s,t) the vertex v s is adjacent to b s (with b s ≤ a s ) different vertices, then it is obvious that the random walk on T reaches G (s,t) in b s different paths. Thus there is a bias proportional to b s towards G (s,t) . To remove this bias, the random walk would rather move away from G (s,t) with a reducing factor of 1) is obtained from G (s,a s ) by the concession of edge e to vertex v s+1 . These two observations prompt the following extension of the routines Addvertex() and ConstructKpartiteRealization() to sample uniformly.
Algorithm BiasedAddvertex()
(A modification of Algorithm Addvertex() to get a uniform distribution, dividing by the number of vertices inserted up to the s th iteration ).
Step 1 To the graph G s , add an isolated vertex called v s+1 . Let a s+1 be the number of edges to concede to v s+1 and let j = 0.
Step 2 If v s+1 is incident to a s+1 edges, return G s+1 . Else,
Step 3 Let b i s+1 be the number of different vertices v l which are incident to v s+1 after the insertion of its j th edge, with j ≥ 1.
be the number of different vertices adjacent to v s .
Step 4 Choose vertex v q uniformly at random amongst all the vertices adjacent to v 1 .
Step 5 If e ∈ E v q , then concede e to v s+1 with probability
, where
are respectively the set of vertices inserted up to the s th iteration and the set of vertices in V(G (s) ) that are adjacent to v 1 . Increment j by 1 and go back to Step 2. Accordingly, we modify the routine ConstructBipartiteRealization() as follows.
Algorithm BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization()
Given the k-partite recursion chain of A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ), where A i has n i entries such that n 1 + n 2 + ... + n k = n, do the following.
Step 1. Let s = 1 and build the realization of the node A (1) , denoted by G (1) , that is the graph consisting of one vertex and m loops.
Step 2. Let G = G (s) . If G has n vertices, stop, return G. Else,
Step 3. Using G (s) and A (s+1) as input, call Algorithm BiasedAddVertex() to construct G (s+1) as a realization of A (s+1) . If v s = v s,y BiasedAddvertex only concedes loops or edges (v 1,1 , v r,x ) such that δ(x, y) = 0. Increment s by 1, go back to Step 2.
Theorem 7 (1) For the degree sequence A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ), where A i has respectively n i vertices such that n 1 + n 2 + n k = n, BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() reaches every leaf of T uniformly at random with probability vertices inserted up to the s th iteration. Now, if e ∈ E v t , then the routine BiasedAddVertex() will choose e with probability
and would concede it with probability
Hence the graph G (s,j) obtained by conceding e to v s will be sampled with probability given as
Finally, we know that vertex v s needs a s iterations of BiasedAddVertex to be fully inserted. Hence, it takes altogether n i=1 a i = 2m iterations before BiasedConstructBipartiteRealization() terminates. Thus multiplying all the probabilities to move from one level to the next from the root to a leaf yields probability
(2) Obviously, by construction, every leaf of T is a realization of A. The proof that every realization of A is a leaf of T is given in the proof of Theorem 5.
Construction of simple k-partite graphs
Up to now, BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() generates all the k-partite realizations of the k-partite degree sequence A. But, it is easy to modify BiasedAddVertex() so that the output of BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is always a simple graph. One obvious condition is stated as follows.
(a) If the Algorithm is inserting the j th edge of vertex v s with j > 1 and s > n i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k and v l is already adjacent to v s , then no more available edge incident to v l should be chosen. This will prevent BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() from outputting graphs with multiple edges (v s , v l ). Thus this condition is necessary but is not sufficient. Indeed, it is easy to see that the following must also apply.
(b) While inserting vertex v s and avoiding choosing edges incident to v l so as not to construct multiple edges (v s , v l ), BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() may fall into a stage where there are more edges incident to v l than there are vertices left to be inserted, and G, the graph output by BiasedConstructBipartiteRealization() will then have a multiple edge (v 1 , v l ).
Although (a) and (b) seem to contradict each other, this section defines all these conditions in a formal settings and proves that they can be satisfied simultaneously. Although the analysis seems long, this set of conditions are just inequalities involving the number of edges and vertices already inserted and the number of edges and vertices left to insert at each stage of the Algorithm. Moreover, checking these conditions at each iteration of BiasedAddVertex() requires checking O(n 2 ) inequalities altogether. Thus it does not add crucially to the running time.
Let A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ) be a k-partite degree sequence of a simple graph, where A i has n i vertices such that n i = n. Suppose that BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is at the iteration of inserting vertex v s . We recall that E av represents the set of available edges at the (s, t) th stage. That is, edges that are incident to v 1 and vertices inserted before the iteration inserting the t th edge of the s th vertex. We also recall that E v j are the edges (v 1 , v j ) at that stage. In particular, E v 1 is the set of loops incident to v 1 . The set of excess edges of v j , denoted by Ee v j , is the same as the set E v j if v j = v j,1 . In particular, a loop is an excess edge incident on v 1 . If v j = v j,r for r = 1, the set of excess edges of v j is the set E v j except one edge. That is |Ee v j | = |E v j | − 1. The aim of this section is to show that it is possible to choose edges so that the algorithm never stalls after choosing a 'wrong' edge. If at its s th iteration, Algorithm BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is inserting the vertex v s that has degree a s , then BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() has to call the routine BiasedAddVertex() which has to go through a s iterations. We recall that the (s, t) th stage of BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is the iteration, where BiasedAddVertex() inserts the t th edge of the s th vertex. Let X s,t and |X| s,t respectively denote a set and its cardinality at the (s, t) th stage of BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization().
To help the reader, we first introduce the motivation behind every definition. Obviously, if at some stage, the number of excess edges is greater than the number of edges left to be inserted, then BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() can never produce a simple graph as the left-over of excess edges would result in a multiple edge or a loop in the final graph. Thus the choice of edges by BiasedAddvertex() must be such that this contingency never happens. This prompts the following definitions.
The (s, t) th stage of Algorithm BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is critical if |Ee| st = a s − (t − 1) + a s+1 + a s+2 + ... + a n .
(
That is, the number of excess edges equals the number of edges left to insert until the end of BiasedConstructRealization(). The (s, t) th stage is spoilt if
That is, there are too many excess edges and whatever the future choices might be, a simple graph can never be output.
y) = 0, left to be inserted, BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() would never be able to get rid of all these multiple edges, which will then appear in the final graph. This prompts the following definition. Let N(x) st be the the set of vertices v q,y with q < s and y = x. At the (s, t) th stage, the vertex v r,x with r ≤ s and r = 1 is due if
that is, Ee v r,x has got as many excess edges as there are vertices left to be inserted to which it can concede an edge. The vertex v r,x is overdue if
that is, there are too many excess edges incident to v r,x and whatever the future choices might be, the Algorithm will never output a simple graph. The vertex v r,x is undue if it is neither due or overdue. Now, although v 1 may concede many edges to a vertex v s , there is also a limit, other than a s , to the number of edges it can concede to v s if the end result is to be a simple graph. For example, BiasedAddvertex() can construct at most 1 edge (v 1 , v n ), by conceding a loop incident to v 1 to the vertex v n . Similarly BiasedAddvertex() can construct at most 2 edges (v 1 , v n−1 ) . Otherwise, these vertices will be overdue. More generally, BiasedAddvertex() can construct at most q edges (v 1 , v n−q+1 ). This requirement prompts the following definitions.
The vertex v 1 is due if
that is, Ee v 1 has got just enough loops to make each of the remaining vertices due.
The vertex v 1 is overdue if
Similarly to other vertices, v 1 is undue if it is neither due nor overdue. Moreover, if the degree sequence A has no entry a i = 1, then the vertex v 1 is ripe if
It is overipe if
If the degree sequence A has an entry a i = 1, then the vertex v 1 is ripe if
In both cases, this means that there are more loops than all the other excess edges put together, and so, if the stage is also critical, whatever the future choices might be, the Algorithm will never produce a simple graph, as there will be at least one loop left incident to v 1 . The vertex v 1 is unripe if it is neither ripe nor overipe. We also say that a stage is due (overdue, undue, ripe, overipe, unripe) if it contains a vertex that is due (overdue, undue, ripe, overipe, unripe). It should be understood that saying that E v i is due (overdue, undue, ripe, overipe, unripe) only means that v i is due (overdue, undue, ripe, overipe, unripe).
The next lemma only means that once BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() has taken a 'wrong path', it is impossible to mend the situation.
Lemma 8 Suppose that BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is inserting the vertex v s,y and suppose that BiasedAddvertex() satisfies the following condition.
Condition (1) For each vertex v r,x with δ(x, y) = 0 and r = 1, BiasedAddvertex() must choose at most one edge from E v r so that there is never a double edge (v r , v s ). Proof. At the (s, t) th stage, where the t th edge of the vertex v s,y the following types of edges are available.
(1) A loop incident to v 1 and, if conceded, the resulting edge (4), then both the right side and the left side of Equation 1 will go down by one. Thus the next stage will still be critical. Thus, whatever the choice, the next stage is either critical or spoilt.
(b) Using the same arithmetic arguments as above, it is easy to see that if a stage is spoilt, the next stage is spoilt.
(c) Suppose that j = 1, the vertex v j is due and v j = v j,x . If v s ∈ N(x) st , then the next step is due. So, suppose that v s ∈ N(x) st . If BiasedAddvertex() makes the choice (3) or (4) from E v r with r = j, then since no edge of E v j is chosen, the left side of Equation 3 (3) or (4) is chosen, then both the left and the right hand sides of Equation 3 stay the same. Thus v s is due at the next stage.
(d) By (a), the future stages will be either critical or spoilt. Suppose that there are more loops than other excess edges. If two loops are conceded to the same vertex, then the next stage is spoilt. So suppose v 1 concedes at most one loop to each of the remaining vertices. BiasedAddvertex() is then forced to pick edges from other vertices. If it picks an edge of type (3), the next stage is spoilt. So it must pick edges of type (4) only. But then edges of type (4) will be exhausted before the loops. Hence there will be at least one vertex that must conceded two loops. Thus the last stage will be spoilt.
(e) Suppose that the (s, t) th stage is spoilt but the previous stage (the stage inserting the previous edge) is normal. Then at the previous stage we have |Ee| st < a s − (t − 1) + a s+1 + a s+2 + ... + a n .
The insertion of one edge always lowers the right hand side of Equation 9 by 1 while the left hand side is the same if BiasedAddvertex() chooses an edge of type (2) or (3) or is lowered by 1 if an edge of type (1) or (4) is chosen. Hence the (s, t) th stage is either critical or normal. This is a contradiction.
(f) Suppose that A has no entry a i = 1 and suppose that v 1 is overipe at the (s, t) th stage but is unripe at the stage inserting the previous edge. That is, at that previous stage we have
Now, the last edge inserted is of type (1), (2), (3) or (4) . If the chosen edge is of type (1) or (2) 
Now, the last edge inserted is of type (1) or (2) goes down by 1 while the right hand side is unchanged. Hence v j is also undue at the (s, t) th stage and this is also a contradiction. If the chosen edge is of type (4) from Ee v i with i = j, then both the left hand side and the right hand side of Equation 11 are unchanged. Hence v j is also undue at the (s, t) th stage and this is also a contradiction.
Suppose that the algorithm moves to a new vertex. Now either v s−1 ∈ N(x) s−1,t or not. If v s−1 ∈ N(x) s−1,t , then the previous stage was overdue. This is a contradiction. So suppose that v s−1 ∈ N(x) s−1,t . If the chosen edge is of type (1) or (2) Edges of types (1) and (4) are safe edges while edges of types (2) and (3) are risky edges. Thus, the basic intuition is that our Algorithm aims at con-structing a simple k-partite graph has to avoid risky edges as much as possible. Now, letN(x) s be the set of vertices v q,x where q < s and whose second index is not x. Observe that if the degree of the v s,x , the vertex being inserted, is 2 units greater than |N(x) s | − 2, then BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() must take preventive measures so that the stage inserting the first edge of v s is not critical. Otherwise, it will be impossible to insert all the edges of v s without conceding too many risky edges of type (2) . This intuition prompts the following definitions.
A vertex v r is the red vertex of BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() if v r is the first vertex during the insertion of which BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() can reach a critical stage. That is, if BiasedAddvertex() can choose as many risky edges of type (2) as possible, without making previously inserted vertex overdue, then the first critical stage occurs during the insertion of vertex v r . A vertex v f is a fat vertex if a f ≥N(x) f + 2. That is, the degree of v f is greater by at least 2 than the number of vertices v j with j < f and that can concede an edge to v f . If this is the case, then since by Condition (1) v f can be conceded onlyN(x) f edges of types (3) or (4), BiasedAddvertex() will be forced to conceded a f −N(x) f ≥ 2 loops. Thus, the insertion of v f is likely to lead to a spoilt stage if a critical stage is reached before inserting all the edges of v f . The sequence of vertices (v r , v r+1 , . . . , v z ) is the red-fat sequence of BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() if v r is red and v z is fat. Now, given a red-fat sequence, BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() has to take preventive measures so that a critical stage is not reached before the last fat vertex is inserted.
Another observation is that if BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is inserting vertex v s that is fat, then as above, Condition (1) imposes that the vertex v s,x can be connected to at mostN(x) s vertices v j,x with j < s and j = 1. Thus, it is easy to see that the maximal number edges of type (4), denoted by |E4| st , which BiasedAddvertex() may concede, from the insertion of the t th edge of vertex v s until the insertion of the last edge of the last fat vertex v z is
These observations prompt the following definitions. Suppose there is a redfat sequence RF = (v r , v r+1 , ..., v z ), v s ∈ RF and E v s = a s −N(x) s . Then v s is fat-critical if
The (s, t) th stage is fat-spoilt if
To make sense of Equation 12 , observe that its left hand side is equal to |Ee| z,a z if BiasedAddvertex() chose the maximal possible number of edges of type (4) (and, conversely, the minimal number of loops). Indeed, an edge e ∈ Ee z,a z only if e ∈ Ee s,t . Now, starting from e ∈ Ee s,t , to get the number of edges that are still in the set of excess edges at the (z, a z ) th stage, one has to remove the edges of type (4) (4) is conceded. Using this fact, it is easy to observe that Equation 12 means that the (s, t) th stage is not critical, but if Algorithm BiasedAddvertex() chooses the maximal number of edges of type (4), then the first critical stage would occur after inserting the last edge of the last fat vertex v z .
Lemma 9 (i) If the (s, t) th stage is fat-critical, then the next stage is fatcritical or fat-spoilt.
(ii) If the (s, t) th stage is fat-spoilt, then some future stage is spoilt.
Proof. (i) First, observe that whatever the choice of edge, the right hand side of Equation 12 stays the same. If BiasedAddvertex() chose an edge of type (4), then on the left hand side, |Ee| st will go down by 1 and |E4| st will also go down by 1, while z − s will stay the same. Hence the next stage is fat-critical. Suppose a loop is chosen, then |Ee| st will stay the same as one loop is lost but an edge of type (4) is created, |E4| st will go down by 1 as v s can not be connected to the maximal number of edges of type (4) while z − s will stay the same. Hence the next stage is also fat-spoilt.
(ii) The left hand side of Equation 13 is equal to |Ee| z,a z . Hence, if the (st) th stage is fat-spoilt, the (z, a z ) th stage is spoilt.
While Lemmas 8 and 9 say that once the random walk on T takes a wrong path, it is impossible to mend it. The next routine gives the preventive measure to avoid getting into that wrong path in the first place. If the algorithm is inserting the t th edge of vertex v s,y , then an edge e is available when e is a loop (incident on v 1 ) or e ∈ E v r,x with r < s and δ(x, y) = 0.
Routine ChooseCorrectEdge()[Routine choosing edges that lead to a simple graph]
Suppose that BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is at its (s, t) th stage. That is, it is inserting the t th edge of vertex v s,y . Then
(1) For each vertex v r,x with r < s and δ(x, y) = 0, choose at most one edge from E v r .
(2) If the stage is normal but not due, choose any available edge uniformly at random.
(3) If the stage is critical but not due nor ripe, choose any available edge of type (1) or (4) uniformly at random.
(4) For j > s, if the vertex v j is due, pick an edge from E v j . If many such vertices are due, pick an edge uniformly at random from the vertices that are due.
(5) If the stage is critical and ripe, pick a loop. (6) If v s , the vertex being inserted, is due, then pick any available edge of type (3) or (4) uniformly at random.
(7) If the stage is fat-critical, then pick any available edge of type (4) uniformly at random.
We illustrate the Routine ChooseCorrectEdge() in Figure 4 . Before proving that this algorithm is necessary and sufficient to sample a simple k-partite graph at random, we observe that it runs in O(n 2 ) steps, where n is the number of vertices in any realizations of A. Indeed, BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() calls BiasedAddVertex() n times and BiasedAddVertex() calls ChooseCorrectEdge() a i times to insert all the edges of vertex v i . At the i th iteration of BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization(), ChooseCorrectEdge() has to check Equations 1, 7 and 12 once each. Moreover, it has to check Equation 3 for at most i − 1 vertices. Hence throughout the running of BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization(), ChooseCorrectEdge() has to perform at most 3n + (n−1)(n−2) 2 checks.
Theorem 10 Algorithm BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() reconstructs a simple k-partite graph if and only if BiasedAddVertex() calls the routine ChooseCorrectEdge(). In other words, BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() outputs a simple k-partite graph if and only if the choice of edges satisfies conditions (1)-(7).
The following lemma is required in the proof of Theorem 10. Figure 4 : Random reconstruction tree of (3, 3, 2, 2) for simple graph. It is similar to that in Figure 3 , but some choice of edges are forbidden. Forbidden moves are marked by a cross and the condition that they fail to satisfy. For example, c1 means condition 1 of the Routine ChooseCorrectEdge()
Lemma 11
If A is a degree sequence of a simple k-partite graph having n vertices, then the (2, 1) the stage of Algorithm BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is neither critical nor spoilt nor overdue nor overipe.
Proof. Before the insertion of vertex v 2 , there are m loops incident to v 1
. That is,
To prove the result, we only need to show that |Ee| 2,1 ≤ n i=2 a i . That is, the number of excess edges is not greater than the number of edges left to insert.
But by Erdos-Gallai criterion, we have
Rearranging Equation 14 and plugging Equation 15 into it, we get that
Hence the first stage is not spoilt and vacuously it is not overdue.
Proof.[Proof of Theorem 10] Suppose for a contradiction that conditions (1)- (7) hold at all the stages but BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() outputs a k-partite graph G with multiple edges or loops. By condition (1) there can not be a multiple edge connecting two vertices v r,x and v s,y with r < s. Moreover, the algorithm would prevent any edge v r,x and v s,x with r < s unless r = 1.
Hence if G fails to be a simple graph, it must have either a loop or a multiple edge incident to v 1 . So, suppose that in G the vertex v 1 is incident to either a loop e or a multiple edge. Thus, the stage inserting the last edge of the last vertex v n is either spoilt, or critical and overipe or overdue.
If the last stage is spoilt (overdue), then by Lemma 8 (e, f, g), the previous stage was either spoilt (overdue) or critical (due). If it were spoilt (overdue), then the one prior to it was spoilt (overdue) or critical (due), and so on. Thus by induction, the first stage of BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() was either spoilt (overdue) or critical (due). This contradicts Lemma 11. Hence some stage later than the (3, 1) th must have been critical (due). Thus BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() must have gone through a series of normal (undue) stages, then a series of critical (due), then a (possible) series of spoilt (overdue) stages prior to the stage inserting the last edge.
So, let the first spoilt (overdue) stage be the (q, p) th stage. So the stage preceding it was critical (due). But, by condition (4), (condition (5)) Algorithm BiasedAddvertex() must have chosen a safe edge so that the (q, p) th stage should be critical (due) by Lemma 8. This is a contradiction.
Suppose that the last stage is critical and overipe. Then using an argument similar to the case where the last stage is spoilt, we also get a contradiction.
Conversely, suppose that some condition (1)- (7) is not satisfied at the (s, t) th stage and let G be the realization output at the end of BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization(). If condition (1) is not satisfied at the (s, t) th stage, then this would create a double edge (v j , v s ) with j, s = 1. In that case, the edge stops to be available, and since Algorithm BiasedAddvertex() can not concede it anymore, the double edge would appear in G. Hence G would not be simple.
If condition (3) is not satisfied at the (s, t) th , then by Lemma 8(a) and (b) any future stage is spoilt. Hence G is not a simple graph. Suppose that condition (4) is not satisfied. That is, there is a vertex v j that is due at the (s, t) th stage but Algorithm BiasedAddvertex() does not pick any of the elements of Ee v j for all the remaining edges conceded to v s . Then v j is overdue at the insertion of vertex v s+1 , and by Lemma 8(c) it remains overdue until the end of the Algorihm. Hence G is not simple.
Suppose that condition (5) is not satisfied at the (s, t) th stage that is critical. That is, Ee v 1 , the set of loops incident to v 1 is ripe but Algorithm BiasedAddvertex() does not pick a loop. Then, by Lemma 8(d), any future stage is spoilt. Hence G is not simple.
Suppose that condition (6) is not satisfied at the (s, t) th stage, that is, the vertex v s is due and Algorithm BiasedAddvertex() picks a loop. Then v s will become overdue and G will exhibit a multiple edge (v 1 , v s ). If condition (7) is not satisfied, then by Lemma 9 (2) Algorithm ConstructRealization() reaches a spoilt stage.
Let a correct edge be an edge chosen by Algorithm ChooseCorrectEdge. So, if BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() terminates, we have shown that it always outputs a simple graph. It remains to show that it always terminates by showing that there is always a correct edge so that conditions (4)- (7) can be satisfied.
Theorem 12 Algorithm ChooseCorrectEdge() always terminates. That is, conditions (4)- (7) can always be satisfied.
The proof that is quite involved is left to the end of the paper. Still, we have to show that every simple realization can be reached. The next result is instrumental in showing that every simple realization of A can be reconstructed by BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() if conditions (1)- (7) are satisfied.
Lemma 13 Let G = G n 1 ,n 2 ,...,n k be the n 1 , n 2 , ..., n k -complete k-partite graph. That is, the k-partite graph where the i th part contains n i vertices each having degree j =i n j . Then BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() satisfying conditions (1)- (7) can reconstruct G as a realization of A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ), where A i has n i entries equal to j =i n j .
Proof. At the second iteration, the algorithm inserts the vertex v 2,x by conceding j =i n j . It is routine to check that v 2,x is due. Now suppose that v 3 = v 3,y . If δ(x, y) = 1, then v 1 will concede j =i n j loops to v 3 . If δ(x, y) = 0, then by Condition (4), v 2 will concede one edge to v 3 and v 1 will have to concede j =i n j − 1 loops to v 3 . In both cases v 3 is due and by Lemma 8 v 2 is also due. Now, for an induction, suppose that the algorithm is inserting the vertex v s,z and all the preceding vertices are due. Recall thatN(z) i is the set of vertices inserted before v i,z and whose second index in not z. Then v i will be conceded |N(z) i | edges from vertices inN(z) i and j =z n j − |N(z) i | loops from v 1 . Hence v i will also be due and all the vertices preceding it will be due by Lemma 8. Now it is routine to check that at the n th every vertex is incident to a single available edge. Thus, each of them will concede it and Algorithm BiasedConstructBipartiteRealization() outputs the graph G.
Let G be a graph, a delete-minor of G = G\e is the graph obtained from G by deleting the edge e. If A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ) is a k-partite degree sequence, let A be the degree sequence obtained from A by subtracting 1 from two of its entries a r and a s , where a r ∈ A i and a r ∈ A j with i = j. Thus, if A is the degree sequence of a k-partite graph G, then A is the degree sequence of some delete-minor of G. (1)- (7) can reconstruct G as a realization of A, then it can reconstruct all the delete-minors of G that are realizations of A .
Lemma 14 If BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() satisfying conditions
Proof. Let G be a k-partite graph output by Algorithm BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() and let G\e be a delete-minor of G. Suppose in the graph G, the edge e is incident to vertices v r,x and v s,y having respectively degrees a r and a s , and where r < s and δ(x, y) = 0. Thus in G\e, vertices v r and v s have degrees a r − 1 and a s − 1. Let f be any edge of G\e. Now, since G is output by BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization(), then there is a series of choices of correct edges such that f can be inserted. Now, in that series of choices either e is inserted before f or after. If e is inserted after f, then the same series of choices would insert f in G\e. If e is inserted before f, then the same series of choices, minus the insertion of e, will also lead to the insertion of f in G\e, since Algorithm BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() does not need to insert any edge incident to v r and v s as their degrees are down by 1.
Corollary 15 Let G be a simple k-partite realization of a degree sequence A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ), where A i has n i entries. Then there is a positive probability that G is output by Algorithm BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() if conditions (1)- (2) are satisfied.
Proof. Every simple k-partite graph whose j th part contains n j vertices can be obtained from G n 1 ,n 2 ,...,n k by a series of deletions.
Sampling simple realizations uniformly
The calling of BiasedAddVertex() by BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() allows to sample all k-partite realizations of A with equal probability. But to construct simple k-partite realizations only, the choice of edges is dictated by the routine ChooseCorrectEdge(). We recall that correct edges are those edges chosen by the routine ChooseCorrectEdge(). It is easy to check that the number of correct edges is not constant across all the graphs on the same level of T . This remark prompts to modify the routine BiasedAddVertex() as follows. A vertex v r,x , where r < s and δ(x, y) = 0, is said to be correctlyadjacent to v 1 at the (s, t) th stage if v r is connected to v 1 by a correct edge at that stage.
SimpleBiasedAddvertex() (A modification of Algorithm Addvertex() to get a uniform distribution on the set of simple k-partite realizations, dividing by the number of vertices inserted up to the s th iteration )
Step 1 To the graph G l add an isolated vertex called v l+1 . Let a l+1 be the number of edges to concede to v l+1 and let t = 0.
Step 2 If v l+1 is incident to a l+1 edges, return G l+1 . Else,
Step 3 Let b t l+1 be the number of different vertices incident to v l+1 after the insertion of its t th edge, with t ≥ 1. If t = 0, let b t l+1 be the number of different vertices adjacent to v l .
Step 4 Choose vertex v r uniformly at random amongst all the vertices that are correctly-adjacent to v 1 .
Step 5 If e ∈ E v r , then concede e to v l+1 with probability
, where V(G s ) and V (G s ) are respectively the sets of vertices inserted up to the s th iteration and the set of vertices in V(G s ) that are correctly-adjacent to v 1 .
Increment t by 1 and go back to Step 2.
Theorem 16
For the degree sequence A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ), where A i has n i entries such that n 1 + n 2 + ... + n k = n, BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() reaches every simple k-partite realization of A uniformly at random with probability.
Proof. Corrolary 15 shows that all simple realizations can be reached by the BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() if the choice of edges is dictated by the routine ChooseCorrectEdge(). The proof for uniformity is similar to that of Theorem 7.
We now give the overall Algorithm and its running time.
Algorithm UniformGenerateSimpleKpartiteRealization() Input: k-partite degree sequence A = (A 1 : A 2 : ... : A k ) where A i has n i entries.
Output: A random k-partite realization of A.
Step 1 Put A in non increasing order.
Step 2 Construct the recursion chain of A by calling the routine ConstructKpartiteRecursionChain().
Step 3 Construct a random k-partite realization of A by calling BiasedConstructSimpleKpartiteRealization(). Now, it is known that Step 1 takes log(n) iterations and as shown earlier
Step 2 takes n iterations. In Step 3, ChooseCorrectEdge() does n(n−1) 2 checks altogether. Finally, BiasedAddVertex() needs 2m iterations to insert all the vertices. Thus, the overall running time is at most
Proof that ChooseCorrectEdge() always terminates successfully
Recall that an edge is correct at the (s, t) th stage if ChooseCorrectEdge() may choose it at the (s, t) th stage. We have shown that if BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() terminates, it always outputs a simple graph. It remains to show that it always terminates by showing that there is always a correct edge so that conditions (4)- (7) can be satisfied.
Proof.[Proof of Theorem 12]
The proof is by induction on the stage where BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() is and consists of many lemmas, each dealing with one of the conditions. Obviously all the conditions are satisfied at the (2, 1) th stage. Suppose they hold up to the (s, t − 1) th stage and let BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() be at its (s, t) th stage, where the vertex v s,y is being inserted. The next lemma shows that condition (4) is always met. Recall that a safe edge is an edge of type (1) or type (4).
Lemma 17
Let the Algorithm BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() satisfy conditions (1)-(7) and the (s, t) th stage is unripe, undue and critical. Then it is always possible to concede a safe edge.
Proof. Suppose the (s, t) th is critical, but there is no edge of type (1) or type (4) . That is, v s,y is already adjacent to v 1 and all vertices v r,x , such that r < s and δ(x, y) = 0, have no correct edge.
(a) Suppose v 1 and all the vertices v r,x such that r < s and δ(x, y) = 0 are connected to v s . Then there is no safe edge if a s >N(x) s . Thus the vertex v s is fat. But by condition (7), BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() can not reach a critical stage before inserting all the edges of v s . This is a contradiction.
(b) Now suppose there is one vertex, v q,x with q < s and δ(x, y) = 0, that is not connected to v s,y . If |E v q | > 1, then there is a correct edge in E v q . This is a contradiction. So let |E v q | ≤ 1. We need the following fact. A = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s , . . . a n ) be a degree sequence, let G be a simple realization of A and letĜ be the simple graph obtained from G by deleting the vertex v q and all edges incident to v q . ThenĜ is a simple realization of the degree sequenceÂ obtained from A by removing the entry a q and subtracting 1 to all entries a i such that v i is adjacent to v q in G. HenceÂ is the degree sequence of a simple graph. We callÂ a q-reduction of A. Now, for the degree sequence A, let P A = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e r ) be the sequence of correct edge choices leading the critical stage (s, t), where some preceding vertices are not connected to v s and let v q be such a vertex. Then PÂ obtained from P A by removing all the edges incident to v q is obviously a sequence of correct edge choices forÂ and leading to a critical stage. They are correct, since if e i is of type (4) or (1) in P A , it is still of type (4) or (1) in PÂ as removing edges incident to v q will leave at least one other edge parallel to it. They lead to a critical stage, since removing edges incident to v q does not affect the number of excess edges, as v q is connected to v 1 by 1 edge at most. But according to part (a) the sequence PÂ leads to a critical stage satisfying condition (4). That is, there is a edge e that is correct. Hence the same edge e is correct for A. Thus, we have proved that condition (4) is satisfied in case (b).
Fact 18 Let
The next lemma shows that condition (5) is always met.
Lemma 19
Suppose that BiasedConstructKpartiteRealization() satisfies conditions (1)- (7) and at the (s, t) th stage, the vertex v r,x is due. Then it is always possible to concede an edge from E v r .
Proof. Let a r denote the degree of the vertex v r . The proof uses induction on s, the number of vertices already inserted. For a contradiction, we suppose that v r is due but SimpleBiasedAddvertex() can not pick an edge from E v r . This is possible only if there are too many vertices that are due. For s = 1, this is vacuously not possible. Now suppose for all the stages up to the (s − 1) th stage, the result holds, so that none of these stages is spoilt or overdue. In particular, at the insertion of vertex v q,y , where q is the greatest index less than s whose second index is y, all the vertices that were due conceded one edge. Suppose at the insertion of vertex v s , the number of sets that are due is greater than a s .
(i) Let ν s = |N(ȳ)| be the number of vertices inserted before v s,y and whose second index is not y. Suppose v 1 is not due and that there are ν s − p ( for p ≥ 2) vertices v j , with j = 1, that are due at the insertion of vertex v q . By hypothesis, all the ν s − p concede an edge to vertex v q and by Lemma 8(c) all these ν s −p vertices are due at the insertion of vertex v s . Hence, by hypothesis, a s < ν s − p.
If the (s, t) th stage is normal or critical then we have |Ee| st ≤ a s − t + a s+1 + ... + a n .
But, at t = 1, that is, at the insertion of the first edge of vertex v s , there are at least ν s − p vertices v j that are due. Thus, on one hand, we have a s − t + a s+1 + ... + a n < (ν s − p)(n − s + 1).
Equation 18 follows from the fact a s < ν s − p, as we assume that there are too many due vertices, and a u ≤ a s for u > s, and there are n − s + 1 vertices left to insert.
On the other hand, recalling that E v 1 denotes the set of loops incident to v 1 , we have where |Ee| due and |Ee| undue denote the set of excess-edges from vertices that are due and from vertices that are not due respectively, and |Ee| due = (ν s − p)(n − s + 1), since there are at least ν s − p vertices that are due and each has n − s + 1 excess-edges as there are n − s + 1 vertices waiting to be inserted.
Hence, if the stage is normal or critical, we have |E v 1 |+|Ee| undue +(ν s −p)(n−s+1) ≤ a s −t+a s+1 +...+a n < (ν s −p)(n−s+1).
This is impossible. If the stage is spoilt, then SimpleBiasedAddvertex() chose an edge of type (2) or (3) at the (s − 1) th stage. This contradicts the inductive hypothesis.
(ii) Suppose v 1 is due at the (s, t) th stage, so that there are too many vertices that are due and one of them is v 1 . Thus, we have
|+|Ee| notdue +(ν s −p)(n−s+1) ≤ a s −t+a s+1 +...+a n ≤ (ν s −p)(n−s+1). The next lemma shows that Condition (6) is always met.
Lemma 20 Suppose that Algorithm BiasedConstructRealization() satisfies conditions (1)-(7) and the (s, t) th stage is critical and ripe. Then it is always possible to concede a loop from E v 1 . The lemma holds vacuously for i = 1. Suppose now it holds for all i < s. At the insertion of the s th vertex, it may not hold only if there are also at least ν s − p > a s other vertices that are due. Suppose the stage is normal. In that case, as in the proof of Lemma 19, we have
|+|Ee| notdue +(ν s −p)(n−k+1) ≤ a s −t+a s+1 +...+a n ≤ (ν s −p)(n−s+1). | must also be null. Moreover the inductive hypothesis is contradicted if the stage is spoilt.
The next lemma shows that condition (7) is always met.
Lemma 21
Suppose that Algorithm BiasedConstructRealization() satisfies conditions (1)- (7) and at its (s, t) th stage v s , the vertex being inserted, is due. Then there is an available edge that is not a loop.
Proof. Suppose after the insertion of the (τ 1 + τ 2 ) th edge of vertex v s , (where τ 2 edges are of type (3) or (4)) the vertex v s is due, but τ 1 + τ 2 < a s . That is, |Ee v s | = |N(x)| s but v s is not completely inserted. If for some r = 1 and r < s the vertex v r,x , with δ(x, y) = 0, is not adjacent to v s and E v r = φ, then SimpleBiasedAddvertex() picks an edge from E v r .
If not, suppose all the vertices v r,x , with r < s and δ(x, y) = 0 and that are not adjacent to v s , we have E v j = φ. Now either (i) the stage is critical or (ii), it is not.
If (i) and all the available edges are loops, then the stage is critical and overipe and this contradicts the inductive hypothesis. Thus, some are loops and some are multiple edges incident to v r,x with r 1, δ(x, y) = 0, and v r is adjacent to v s . But, then there must be a vertex v j not incident to v s with a j < a s . Let there be p vertices adjacent to v s and q vertices v j not adjacent to v s such that E v j = φ. Then, as assumed above, we have t + p < a s as v s is not fully inserted. But v j must be adjacent to some of the vertices v i that are adjacent to v s . Thus a j ≤ p < a s . This contradicts the fact that a 1 ≥ a 2 ≥ ... ≥ a n . Now, let all previously inserted vertices v j be connected to v s . It is easy to see that there must be s − 2 such vertices which are not v 1 . Thus a s = n − s + 1 + (s − 2) = n − 1. But, by Erdös-Gallai criterion, we also have a s ≤ n − 1. Hence the vertex v s is already completely inserted . This is a contradiction.
Lemma 22 Suppose that Algorithm BiasedConstructRealization() satisfies conditions (1)- (7) and that the (s, t) th is fat-critical. Then there is an available edge of type (4).
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, the (s, t) th is fat-critical, but there is no edge of type (4) . That is, all available edges are loops or type (3). That is, for all vertices v r,x such that r < s and δ(x, y) = 0 we have that a r,x < |N(x)| r + |N(x)| r . But we know, for all r with r < s, a s ≤ a r and a s,y > |N(ȳ)| s as v s is fat. This is a contradiction.
Thus, we have proved that conditions (4)- (7) are always satisfied at all stages of the running of Algorithm BiasedConstructRealization(). Hence it always terminates reaching a leaf of T that is a simple graph.
